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Zarna, Yae-Ji and Alice travelled to Haiti in summer 2015
with Dr. Roopali Sharma for a medical mission with a nonprofit organization, NOAH NY. It aims to provide quality
healthcare to underserved Haitians within Haiti. Each
year, NOAH NY organizes a week-long medical mission to
a town in Haiti in order to provide everything from routine
medical check-ups to life saving surgical procedures.
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Looking Back
I have been going to Haiti for medical mission trips for the past six years with NOAH-NY. Participating in a medical mission trip for me
was never something I sought out to do, I was lucky enough that I was approached to be part of this organization and since then I
have made it a yearly tradition.
Similar to other third world countries, Haiti is a nation of extreme poverty with little to no access to medical care, poor nutrition, and
little community or governmental support. The experience of going on these trips has been both challenging and rewarding. One of
the troubling components of a medical mission trip is the feeling that the needs of the people are overwhelming and anything that
you accomplish while you are there is just a “drop in the bucket.” Yet, the question about making a difference depends on your perspective. Short-term medical mission trips are by definition a temporary solution to a chronic problem and, therefore, might be
viewed as not making a lasting difference in the health care of a group of people. At the same time, it is good to remember that each
patient that comes to the free medical clinics has a present need, whether acute or chronic, and does not personify the problem as a
whole.
This past summer, I was delighted when I was offered the opportunity to take LIU pharmacy students, Yaeiji Kim, Alice Soek Jien and
Zarna Patel. They were model students and they worked very hard. They quickly learned the drills of setting up pharmacy in remote
places and work under tough conditions. I was truly proud of them the way they tried to help every patient.
My motivation behind going on these medical mission trips is knowing that I am “giving back” to humanity or to serve those who are
less fortunate. More importantly though I will also tell you that I receive something even more valuable, this intangible something
that leaves me feeling more satisfied, blessed, and thankful. One of the things that I have experienced with these medical mission
trips are the relationships and new friendships that I have made during the trips. These are people that I will never forget.

By Dr. Roopali Sharma

JFK To Santiago, DR

Santiago, DR to Cap-Haïtien

Trip Itinerary
Day 1: Arrival to Cap-Haïtien
Day 2: Citadelle
Day 3: Mission Fort Liberté/
Ouanaminthe
Day 4: Mission Fort Liberté/
Ouanaminthe
Day 5: Mission Fort Liberté
Day 6: Mission Acul Samedi
Day 7: Mission Derac
Day 8: Resort Labadee
Day 9: Departure to Santiago

Our flight left from JFK with
a group of ~30 volunteers.
We arrived to Santiago
from JFK at 3AM and there
was a bus waiting to take
us to cross the border to
Cap-Haïtien, Haiti. Upon
arrival at the border, we
got off the bus to stretch.
Our first experience was filled with seeing all the kids running towards
us. The office was still closed since we had arrived early. But by the time
it opened, the area was populated with so many people wanting to
cross the border to go into Haiti. We had to show our passport
numerous times to numerous people before we were able to cross the
borders. Once the gates opened everyone swarmed to get across and I
was fascinated to see that they sprayed our car once we got into Haiti.
Supposedly, it was to clean off germs from Dominican Republic.

By Zarna Patel
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We took a car to get to our hotel in CapHaïtien . Once we arrived we were taken by
surprise because our hotel felt like we were
royals. We had a warm welcome from the hotel
staff and they helped us take our luggage to our
rooms. Talking about our rooms, we had AC, 3
separate beds, hot water, and any other luxury
that one would need. This was a renovated part
of Haiti for many tourists.

By Zarna Patel

Main Pharmacy at Fort Liberté
Fort-Liberté marked the beginning of our medical mission. Leaving our comfort zone
after dawn, surgery and pharmacy teams departed as soon as everyone gathered up. The ride to
our destination estimated an hour, with conversations exchanging back and forth.
When we arrived in the hospital, we saw people waiting outside. Once the hospital’s
gate opened and the bus parked, everyone put behind his/her playful faces and prepared to
work. The first task needed to be performed in order to get every team started was to unload the
bus and vans which transported medical and dental supplies and medications. We identified our
bags, brought them inside the trailer where we would be setting up our main pharmacy, and
began to empty them out. Since we packed our drugs according to therapeutic classes, the set up
process took only a fair amount of time with the help of almost everyone.
By the time the main pharmacy was fully arranged, the rest of the teams—comprised of doctors, nurses, medical and nursing
students, interpreters, and other volunteers—arrived. Since the doctors would be seeing patients in different locations and pediatrics
remained as a separate clinic, two licensed pharmacists and two pharmacy students devoted to take medications with them and set up
satellite pharmacies. In the meanwhile, our first prescription came in. My heart skipped a beat and after a few second of pause, Yae-Ji,
Zarna and I began to dig into our stationary bag and handed out pill counters, spatulas, pill cutters, sharpies, and staplers. Pre-printed
labels were then laid out on a table where patient’s name and medication name/strength would be written manually. As all these were
happening, more prescriptions came in continuously and the pharmacy started to look chaotic. The volunteers who stayed in the
pharmacy had no pharmacy background thus, in order for them to even start counting process, they needed to interpret what the
prescriptions called for. We taught them the basic Sig and they picked up the shorthand instructions rather quickly. Whenever they
encountered problem with interpreting handwriting or brand/generic names, they would seek help from either Dr. Sharma or me. With
this chain process, Dr. Sharma became the final handler of the prescriptions. She would verify and counsel patients with help of a
translator. The workload increased later in the day as more patients were seen and presented with prescriptions. With them waiting
outside under the sun, everyone paced his/herself to the fullest potential and tried our best to fill all the prescriptions that were taken
in, as a large proportion of the patients travelled from afar and could not afford to come back the next day. Time passed by quickly and
without notice we came to the late afternoon and were ready to conclude for the day.

By Alice Lee
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Peds at Fort Liberté

My second mission day was spent in the pediatric area located inside a school which was temporarily converted into
clinics for adults and pediatrics. As the day before, we arrived in the hospital and then whoever was assigned to sites,
replenished their medication supply. Since I would be in the pediatric area, Dr. Clarence Moore, a pharmacist from
Howard University, would be in charge of selecting medications to bring as well as supervising me. When we arrived
in the school, Dr. Moore allowed me to take charge in setting up the pharmacy. The working environment, however,
varied from that of the main pharmacy, here prescriptions were taken in one at a time and patients waited inside the
pharmacy. A medical student accompanied us in the pharmacy and helped with filing. I performed the same task as
writing prescription labels and then handed them to Dr. Moore, who would then dispense and counsel the patients.
Whenever we had spare time, I was questioned about key counseling points of the medications that I labelled. The
workflow in the pediatric pharmacy was stable and after the last patient was seen, we stuffed all our supplies in to
the travel bag and rolled it back to the main pharmacy.

By Alice Lee

Pharmacy in a Box
Outside of the Fort Liberté clinic, there
were three pharmacies nearby. All the
pharmacies looked like boxes. We went
inside one of them and observed what
medication they carried. There were no
pharmacists or patients present in any of
them unlike the retail pharmacies in
United States.

Our Creative Way of Prescription Intake
In the past, Dr. Sharma has tried various ways to distribute medications back to the
patients once they are filled. However all of those methods had previously failed to
accurately distribute medications. Patient names are really hard to pronounce, many
have the same names, and it is really crowded and loud outside the pharmacy making
it more difficult to distribute the medications.
This year we came up with a new system that involved clothing pins. We numbered
the pins with another matching pin so that we could keep one pin attached to the
prescription and give the other pin with the same number to the patient. Many times
we attached it to their clothing so they wouldn't lose it or break it. This method was
highly successful and we were able to utilize them throughout our mission. This
enabled us to deliver the medication to the respective patients in a timely manner.

By Zarna Patel
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Ouanaminthe

In addition to having the main pharmacy in Fort
Liberté, we also set up mobile sites to provide service to
patients who couldn’t travel far distance. Our first mobile
team travelled to Ouanaminthe, roughly two hours away
from Fort Liberté. We went for two consecutive days,
with pharmacists and interns alternating—first day being
Zarna with Dr. Moore and the second day followed by me
and Dr. Claire Dufour. Other members on the team
included doctors, medical students, nurses, translators
and volunteers.
Since carrying all the medications to the mobile
sites was challenging, we only brought medications which
were deemed necessary. As soon as we arrived at the
site, an elementary school, the team was in motion for
set up. In total, we utilized four rooms. The triage room
was the first stop for the patients, where two nurses took
the patients’ vital signs, height, weight and reasons for
visit. In the second room, two doctors and three medical
students examined adult patients while one pediatrician
took care of her patients in a separate room. Lastly, the
patients brought their prescriptions to the pharmacy

window. Our translator collected the prescriptions in
order and brought them to me. After medications were
filled, the pharmacist along with the help of the
translator called the patients one by one and provided
counseling.
On the day that I spent in Ouanaminthe, language barrier
was less of an issue in my experience because Dr. Dufour
spoke Creole. Nevertheless, the workload stayed the
same as five people were writing prescriptions with only
one pharmacist verifying. As a result, although the
doctors stopped seeing patients at 5 P.M., the pharmacy
was unable to finish filling and dispensing all the
prescriptions until 7 P.M. even with the help of the
medical students, nurses, and volunteers. At the end of
the day, we ran out of medications and unavoidably, we
had to turn some patients down. Overall, Ouanaminthe
mobile site was successful.

By Yae-Ji Kim

How to Line Up
One of the most challenging parts while
working was to take the prescriptions in
order. Many times, patients would get
furious because all of them would wanted
to give in their prescription first
and thus pushed each other. They were
afraid we would run out of the
medications that they needed. In
addition, standing under the burning sun
accelerated their anger. We attempted
several times to teach them to line up but
we had very little success.
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Acul Samedi
We closed the clinic at Fort Liberté after three days,
with the exception of the operating room. On the following
days, everyone else besides the surgeons went to the new
mobile sites together. The mobile site that we travelled to on
day 4 was named Acul Samedi, located on top of a mountain.
The remoteness explained why people in this village had
difficulty getting access to medical care. For this reason, our
medical team decided to come to this particular site.
While Alice was observing in the OR at Fort Liberté,
Zarna and I had three volunteers helping us in the pharmacy.
Setting up the pharmacy in Acul Samedi posted a new
challenge because the shelves available were small; however,
we managed the problem by only taking out medications that
were needed.
In Acul Samedi, two pharmacies were set up. The
main pharmacy was in the same building with the doctors,
where both Zarna and I were stationed. Dr. Sharma was the
pharmacist in charge who verified and counseled the patients
at the main pharmacy. The pediatric pharmacy was outside
next to the pediatricians. Both Dr. Dufour and Dr. Moore were
in charge of the pharmacy with three volunteers. As compared
to the other mobile site, Acul Samedi went smoothly as we
had a large amount help and an ample supply of the
medications.

By Yae-Ji Kim

Derac
Derac signified the last day of our medical mission in Haiti. Situated in Nord
-Est, Haiti, Derac gave me the impression that it was a combination of a
small city and villages. The ride from Cap-Haïtien to Derac was longer than
that to Fort-Liberté, probably due to bad road structure. As soon as we
arrived in the inner part of the village, we were welcomed by villagers who
were waiting for us outside the school where we would be setting up the
clinics and pharmacy. Learning from the past four days, we became more
efficient in establishing and organizing our pharmacy. What was worth
mentioning was that the villagers were courteous by bringing us table
clothes to beautify our little pharmacy. We laid out the pharmacy in a similar fashion as in Fort-Liberté, except with a separate section for pediatrics
at the corner. Once in a while, kids would sneak to the back and stare at us
working through the concrete windows. They also asked us for food and
water through body language as they only spoke Creole. Emptying out our
pockets, we gave them protein bars and carbonated beverages; that
proved not to be a good idea as they kept coming back in larger numbers.
Eventually we had to turn them down by telling them our food was exhausted. Having to manage the crowds both in the front and at the back,
we kept no track of time. When the end of the day was approaching, the
majority of the team gathered in the pharmacy to help pack up. With sand
blowing in our face, we waved goodbye to the villagers and boarded on the
bus. This marked the end of our mission trip in Haiti.

By Alice Lee
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STATISTICS
Number of patients
Pharmacy served

Number of
prescriptions filled

Adults

1,314

Adults

2,640

Peds

286

Peds

431

Most Common Medications Dispensed (Adults)
●#1 - Multivitamins
●#2 - Acetaminophen 325 mg
●#3 - Famotidine 20 mg
●#4 - Acetaminophen 500 mg
●#5 - Ciprofloxacin 500 mg

Most Common Medications Dispensed (Peds)
●#1 - Chewable Multivitamins
●#2 - Acetaminophen 325 mg
●#3 - Chewable Amoxicillin 250 mg
●#4 - Tylenol Suspension (160mg/5mL)
●#5 - Hydrocortisone 1% Cream
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Daily Morning Lectures
Every morning we had 30 minute lectures by different volunteers from the
trip on the topics mentioned below. We would then eat breakfast and get
ready to head out to our mission.
Day 1: Nursed Role in infectious control
Day 2: Fractures
Day 3: HIV
Day 4: H. Pylori
Day 5: X-ray scans

Citadelle

Dr. Sharma’s
B-Day
Dr.Sharma’s Birthday
happened to fall on
4th of July and even
though we were sad to
miss the big day in the
states it was a
memorable day.

We visited Citadelle, which is a wonder of Haiti. It’s a
mountain fortress that was built to defend attacks from the
French Army which never came. It’s 130 feet high and 7 miles
long. We hiked with a group of people and many rode on
donkeys to get up there.
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What Do We Do When We Were Not Working?
Who said that when you are going on a medical mission
you cannot have fun? The organizer of this mission, Dr.
Henry Paul, wanted the crew to have fun. At night after
dinner was served, we switched location and found
ourselves in a bar lounge up a mountain. The scene
inside the lounge bore no resemblance to the bumpy
steep driveway which led us to the facility and CapHaïtien in general. I was at awe while adoring the night
view of the city below us and for a second, had
dismissed from my mind the poverty and misery of Haiti.
The city at night emitted an aura of tranquility, in a sharp
contrast to daytime when it was in motion. My time to
adore the dark ended prematurely as music started
playing to welcome our arrival. Then for whoever would
like to enjoy a drink, they gathered around the bar and
engaged in conversations. With Caribbean music in the
background and ample space being available, a stage
was formed as some started dancing to the music. I
enjoyed and relaxed until time was called. It was a nice
evening indeed!

By Alice Lee

Labadee

After the medical mission had ended on Friday, we secured a day to sightsee and relax before our departure
Sunday morning. So on Saturday, we had the opportunity to visit this private resort called Labadee. Our bus took
us to a spot where little boats were lined up to provide service for tourists visiting the island. About eight people
occupied the boat, with one native operating. As soon as we ventured into the ocean, spectacular was the only
word that slipped through my mind. Clear blue water with zero pollution, trees of various kinds with shiny green
leaves, resort houses with stylish design—these captured my attention. After an approximate fifteen-minute
boat ride, we arrived at the island and everyone shouted with joy and excitement. Beautiful white sands, shade
under palm trees, and a little mountain at the back… I could not ask for more! Not long after we dropped off our
belongings on the side, natives brought and displayed in front of us the fresh crabs and lobsters that they caught,
trying to convince us into buying them. They also set aside some handmade souvenirs for us to see. We spent
some time on the land then indulged ourselves in the cool water for the entire time until we had to say goodbye
to that lovely place.

By Alice Lee
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The People who
made this
Mission a
Wonderful
Experience!
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The People who made this Mission Possible!
iGIVE - Initiation of Giving Internationally through

Volunteer Experiences

iGIVE serves to open up the volunteer opportunities abroad to the entire LIU community. The
integration of the LIU community beyond pharmacy corresponds with iGIVE's mission to create
the most effective program addressing people of different countries on any level. iGIVE has organized multiple events over the past years to raise money for for medical mission trips such as the
Haiti Trip 2015.
Like our Facebook page at:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/igiveliu/

Multicultural Show

Halloween Themed Bake Sale
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For more information &
donations
Please visit:
www.noahny.org

Faculty

Thanks to our donors!
Motria Mishko
Elena Shak
Kevin Felix
William Babu
Thanikachalam
Arunagiri
Raquel Ferguson
Gabriel Guerra
Sung Jung
Lawrence Melisi
Mehul Patel
Mamta Patel

Isabel Johnson
Erica Ventura
Dean Gennaro
Ana B. Patel
Anna Yeremchuk
John Spencer
Angela Gurczeski
Mrugesh Patel
Radha Iyengar
Joseph Nguyen
Janice Chheda
Anna Kang

Dr. Roopali Sharma

Dr. Suzanna Gim

Dear Dr. Sharma,
Thank you so much for an unforgettable experience. You have been a great mentor and a
guide in shaping our future careers. We had the opportunity to be challenged and were moved
by the people we interacted with. We are forever grateful for this life changing experience in
Haiti with you.
Sincerely,
Zarna, Yae-Ji, & Alice

